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Global
Special Edition - Global Immigration &
Mobility Quarterly Update
(April 20, 2020)

(April 20, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.

Quarterly Update - Special Edition
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused a rapid, severe, and unprecedented
disruption to the movement of workers around the globe. In an effort to impede
the spread, many governments have implemented travel and immigration
restrictions that have impacted visa processing, work authorization, and crossborder entry for foreign nationals employed by multinational companies.
In order to allow our clients to stay abreast of the most pressing immigration and
mobility issues, we have assembled a special edition of the Quarterly Update
pertaining to the COVID-19 pandemic. Inside, we have included a curated
selection of multijurisdictional COVID-19 related articles and alerts issued by
Baker McKenzie attorneys around the world.
Although the situation is rapidly changing, we hope that this Quarterly Update can
serve as a guide to navigate the new landscape of employment, immigration, and
mobility issues, during these unprecedented times

In this Issue
Argentina: The National Migration Bureau established new
restrictions on the entry of foreigners, due to Coronavirus COVID-19 - outbreak
Argentina

Argentina: Coronavirus - Special leave for Employees
Returning From Trips Abroad
Australia: COVID-19: Relaxation of Immigration
Requirements for Temporary Visa Holders
COVID-19: Immigration Compliance Q&As for Employers in
Australia

Australia

International Arrivals to Self-Isolate, Travel Bans and
Australian Visas
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COVID-19 Update: Federal Government Restricts Border
Crossings and Announces Measures to Assist Canadian
Employers and Employees
Canada

Canada and US Governments Close Border to Non-Essential
Travel
Significant travel restrictions imposed on foreign nationals

China

Czech
Republic

Getting Ahead of the Coronavirus Outbreak
Update: Considerations for Foreign National Employees
in China

UPDATE ON CORONAVIRUS IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC –
Closed Borders and Quarantine

COVID-19 - Measures taken in favour of parents and crossborder workers
Luxembourg

Philippines

UPDATED Temporary Travel Ban for Arriving Foreign
Nationals Effective 22 March 2020 (lifting of ban on certain
types of visas)

Update on high-alert regime imposed in Moscow over
coronavirus threat
Russia

Ministry of Manpower supports circuit breaker measures,
limits all work pass applications
Singapore

CORONAVIRUS AND EMPLOYEES – SLOVAKIA Practical
Solutions to Practical Problems
Slovakia

Impact Of The State Of Emergency Established Due To
COVID-19 On Immigration Matters
Spain
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COVID-19: Turkey Restricts City Entry and Exit and Imposes
Additional Age Curfew
Turkey
Coronavirus (COVID-19): Ukraine has limited border
crossings
Ukraine

Coronavirus (COVID-19): quarantine in Ukraine has been
extended and reinforced

Support for Employers in the UAE during COVID-19 Crisis
United Arab
Emirates
COVID-19: Remote working abroad
COVID-19: Right To Work Checks Temporary Concession
United
Kingdom

COVID-19: Revised Concession for Impacted Migrants
COVID-19: UK Immigration Update
Transferring Employees To Canada or Mexico After An
Unsuccessful US H-1B Lottery
UPDATE: Onboarding New Employees During the COVID-19
Pandemic ICE Releases Guidance Relaxing I-9
Requirements For Certain Employers

United States

Update - Latest coronavirus US travel restriction now includes
travelers from the UK and Ireland
Latest Coronavirus US Travel Restriction Impacts Most
Travelers from the European Union

Vietnam

COVID-19 Impact - Entry Ban, Temporary Suspension of
Work Permit Issuance, and Renewal of Visas / Work Permits
in special cases
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Updated COVID-19: Data Privacy & Security
Survey
(as of April 17, 2020)

(as of April 17, 2020)
Francesca Gaudino

To view original alert, click here.
As the world grapples with the COVID-19 pandemic and its profound impact
across regions and industries, many companies are facing difficult
business and legal challenges and are required to make some urgent
decisions in order to keep their workforce safe and ensure business
continuity. Data plays a crucial role in containing the spread of the virus but
not every data processing can be justified on that basis. A balance must be
found between protecting public health and personal privacy.

Brian Hengesbaugh

The Baker McKenzie network of data privacy and security experts is pleased to
provide you with this guide designed to assist employers assess whether or not
certain data processing they may consider in light of COVID-19 is compliant with
data privacy regulation.
In this guide Baker McKenzie lawyers from 39 jurisdictions are sharing their highlevel views on five common questions many companies are facing:


Can an employer lawfully conduct temperature checks of employees and
visitors in its premises?



Can an employer require employees to inform HR / their line manager if their
temperature rises above the normal threshold?



Can an employer require employees (and visitors to its premises) to complete
travel declaration forms?



Have data privacy regulators issued any guidance either permitting or
restricting the collection of personal data for purposes of identifying COVID19 cases?



Is an employer permitted to disclose the identity of any worker who is
confirmed to have COVID-19 to other co-workers?

Julia Wilson

Anna von Dietze

We hope this short guide assists companies in making some of these difficult
decisions. There are generally no clear-cut answers to these questions and it is
imperative to carefully assess options against factual circumstances and their
impact on data subjects' right to privacy. The content of this guide is current as of
15 April 2020 and does not constitute legal advice. The Coronavirus outbreak is
an escalating situation, authorities are issuing advice on a daily basis and it is
crucial to assess the effectiveness, proportionality and reasonableness of any
proposed measures carefully on a case-by-case basis and in light of most recent
information and developments on COVID-19.
You may also want to access Baker McKenzie's Quick guide for employers,
dealing with 10 of the most pressing issues employers are currently facing in light
of the Coronavirus outbreak. We invite you to visit our Beyond COVID-19
Resource Center to access a wealth of information that matters most to your
business.
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Austria
Baker McKenzie Advises McDonald's Austria
on Short-Time Work
(April 17, 2020)

(April 17, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
Florian Unterberger

Flexible rebooting option makes the arrangement a model for the catering
sector
The employment law team of Baker McKenzie in Vienna has advised McDonald's
on the implementation of short-time work for all restaurants in Austria due to the
Coronavirus. In Austria, McDonald's was one of the first to implement the model.
"As a result of the quickly reached agreement on the new short-time work, we
and our franchisees were able to secure the continued employment of thousands
of employees all over Austria," comments Karin Probst, head of the legal
department of McDonald's Austria. With a workforce of 9,600 employees,
McDonald's is among the largest employers in Austria.
"We faced two central challenges when implementing the short-time work," states
Baker McKenzie Partner Philipp Maier, who specializes in employment law. "On
the one hand, we were confronted with an entirely new set of rules on short-time
work that was amended on almost a daily basis and leaves much room for
interpretation." The agreement on short-time work finally reached with "vida"
(transport and services union) is a pragmatic approach and serves as a role
model for many other catering businesses in Austria.
"The second challenge," says Philipp Maier, "was to find a uniform model for the
large number of McDonald's restaurants in Austria. It had to be safeguarded that
the individual franchisees have sufficient room for individual working hour
arrangements and for rebooting their business after the shutdown."
Philipp Maier and his team are longstanding employment law advisers of
McDonald's. The Managing Partner of the Vienna office benefits from his
reputation as leading restructuring specialist. Philipp Maier negotiated the social
compensation plan with the works council of Baumax and a trust committee in
connection with the takeover of Baumax by the German Obi group. He also acted
as lead advisor on the employment law-related aspects of the restructuring in
connection with the takeover of the ailing furniture dealer kika/Leiner by the Signa
group chaired by Rene Benko.
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Legal advisors McDonald's Gesellschaft m.b.H:
Baker McKenzie
Lead: Philipp Maier (Partner, employment law)
Other attorneys involved: Andrea Polzer, Victoria Fink (both Junior Associates,
employment law, Vienna).
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Germany
Labor law responds to challenges of the
COVID-19 crisis - Part 2
(April, 2020)

(April, 2020)
Katja Häferer

Dr. Felix Diehl

To view original alert, click here.
In the last few days, the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs
(BMAS) has presented a draft bill to amend the Labour Court Act (ArbGG)
and, inter alia, the Works Constitution Act (BetrVG). With the latter, the
concept of virtual works council meetings and resolutions, as already
announced in a ministerial declaration, was provided with a legal basis (1.).
The main purpose of the draft bill is to ensure the functionality of the labour
and social courts (2.). In addition, the three-week period for filing actions
against unfair dismissal is to be extended to five weeks (3.). By introducing
the concept of virtual collective bargaining, the draft bill also aims to
maintain the capacity for parties of a collective agreement to act (4.).
1. The virtual works council - a new concept. Now resting on a legal basis
The current restrictions resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic present practical
difficulties and legal uncertainties regarding the capacity of works councils to act
and pass resolutions.

Amelie Czekalla

According to the BetrVG, resolutions of the works council have to be passed in
faceto-face meetings. Up to now, the law does not provide for the possibility of
virtual works council meetings and resolutions.
On 23 March 2020, the Federal Minister of Labour and Social Affairs, Hubertus
Heil, issued a statement and spoke out in favour of the possibility of passing
resolutions in works council meetings by means of video or telephone
conference. The Federal Government now plans to amend the BetrVG
accordingly and to create a legal basis for this innovation.

Carina Lencz

The aim of the measure is to avoid, as far as possible, the conduct of personal
meetings which are associated with high risks of infection, while at the same time
ensuring that the employees' representatives are capable of acting and passing
resolutions.
The existing draft bill on the promotion of continuing vocational training in the
context of structural change and the further development of training assistance
(BT-Drs. 19/17740) will be altered by means of an amendment for this purpose.
The Federal Government intends to amend the BetrVG and to enable works
council to make decisions via video and telephone conference. The new
regulation will be limited until 31 December 2020. In order to maintain the
principle of non-publicity in virtual works council meetings, participation should be
confirmed to the works council chairperson in text form, e.g. by e-mail.
The changes are to take effect retroactively as of 1 March 2020, allowing virtual
decisions already taken to be legally effective.
Similarly, the Federal Government intends to ensure the capacity of staff
representatives (Personalvertretungen) to act, by temporarily amending the
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Federal Staff Representation Act (BPersVG). Staff councils (Personalräte) also
need to be given the opportunity to make virtual decisions. This new regulation is
even meant to be valid until 31 March 2021.
Comparable amendments shall also apply to other employee representative
bodies, such as representative bodies for executive staff (Sprecherausschüsse)
or employee representatives in the European Company (SE).
2. Online hearings to ensure the conduct of labour court proceedings in
times of Corona
The national lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic also affects daily business
operations in the labour courts. As a result of the nationwide recommendations of
the state justice administrations to cease session operations for health protection
reasons, the Federal Labour Court (BAG) and the Labour Courts have
suspended their session operations temporarily, except in urgent cases.
The entire judiciary is currently working on finding ways to ensure that court
proceedings can be continued with legal certainty during the corona pandemic.
The aim is to ensure the functioning of the administration of justice.
After an initiative of the Regional Labour Courts and of the President of the BAG,
Ingrid Schmidt, was formed in March 2020 and presented concrete proposals for
amendments of the ArbGG, the German legislator has now taken action.
The draft bill provides for amendments to the Labour Court Act, Social Court Act,
Termination Protection Act, Collective Bargaining Act, Minimum Wages Act and
Home Work Act. The said changes are to be implemented in the form of an
Article Act.
According to the draft bill, all measures except for the amendments to the
Collective Bargaining Act and the Minimum Wage Act are to apply only for a
limited period until 31 December 2020.
A new section (Sec. 114 BetrVG-E) will be introduced in the Labour Court Act.
The said law will enable lay judges to attend oral hearings by means of video and
audio transmission from a place other than the court.
In addition, contrary to Sec. 128a of the Code of Civil Procedure (ZPO), labour
courts will be entitled to order, that "the parties, their agents and advisers as well
as witnesses and experts may attend oral proceedings from another place,
provided that they can reasonably provide the technical requirements for video
and audio transmission". The parties concerned should be able to lodge an
immediate appeal against such a decision within one week.
Furthermore, labour courts will have the possibility of excluding the public from
the hearing for reasons of health protection.3
Additionally, regional labour courts will be able to replace the public
announcement of a decision by service of documents, provided that the parties
have agreed to a decision without an oral hearing in accordance with Sec. 128
Paragraph 2 ZPO. The draft bill even gives the BAG the option to make such a
decision after a previous consultation and even without the consent of the parties.
The draft bill contains similar regulations for the social law courts, brought about
by the introduction of a new § 211 Social Court Act Ref-E.
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3. Extension of the period for filing an action in termination protection
proceedings
Moreover, the draft bill also provides for changes to the German Termination
Protection Act (KSchG). By introducing the new Sec. 25a KSchG-E, the deadline
for filing an action during the COVID-19 crisis has been extended from three to
five weeks. The regulation shall enter into force with the promulgation of the law
and shall apply to all terminations received by employees up to and including 31
December 2020.
However, this is subject to the condition that an epidemic situation of national
significance has been (and continues to be) established in accordance with Sec.
5 of the Infection Protection Act (IfSG). The reason given for the regulation is that
the restrictions associated with the pandemic could make it difficult to comply with
the three-week period for filing an action. Failure to meet the deadline for filing an
action would affect employees "particularly hard" because of the deemed
effectiveness as stipulated in Sec. 7 KSchG.
In an official statement to the BMAS, the Federal Chamber of Lawyers (BRAK)
has stated that the temporary extension of the period for filing an action under the
KSchG was not thought to be necessary. The possibility of consultation by
telephone, the exchange of electronic documents between clients and lawyers
and also the possibility of submitting pleadings to the labour court electronically
would ensure that the three-week period for filing an action was sufficiently
guaranteed.
In addition, the BRAK criticized that the regulation contained practical
uncertainties, as it was not clear which terminations were to be covered by the
proposed amendment. So far, the draft bill did not specify whether the scope of
application would only cover terminations received after the entry into force of the
new amendment or whether it was supposed to cover terminations received at an
earlier date.
Therefore, it remains to be seen whether the legislator will make a legal
readjustment of this regulation.
4. Virtual collective bargaining
Finally, according to the draft bill, the Collective Bargaining Act (TVG) will be
modified and adapted to the current exceptional situation. Accordingly, a new
sentence will be included in Sec. 5 Paragraph 2 TVG, which will stipulate that in
all justified cases, the BMAS may provide for participation in the bargaining by
means of video or telephone conference.
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Hungary
Economic Protection Action Plan provides
new opportunities to maintain jobs during the
epidemic (April 16, 2020)
(April 16, 2020)
Akos Fehervary

To view original alert, click here.
Overview
Last week, the Hungarian Government promulgated several decrees which
contain three major labor law provisions to maintain jobs and support employees.
However, in order to make optimal use of the new opportunities and public
resources, a number of conditions need to be given special attention.
Contents

Nóra Óváry-Papp

Some of the latest government decrees regulate how public funds can be claimed
in order to pay employees' wages. The aim of supporting employment with
decreased working hours as well as in the field of research and development is to
ensure that employees get to keep their jobs and receive their wages even in
times of crisis.
The subsidies must be requested for all relevant employees at once, which will
require thorough preliminary planning for larger companies. Such a request
needs to be well timed because if the economic situation of the company further
deteriorates, it will not be possible to apply for the subsidy for additional
employees in the field of research and development. The subsidy related to
decreased working, however, hours can be claimed up to one month after the
state of emergency ends, so it may be used to help remedy the extended (long
term) effects of the crisis.
The regulation does not specify in detail in which cases and in what economic
circumstances the employer can be granted the subsidy, so this may depend
on the government's assessment.
Fully paid employment with decreased working hours
Under the new provisions, the state can provide a subsidy, free of public charges
to the employers, to ensure that employees receive their full wages even in case
of employment with decreased working hours, instead of being laid off.
The duration of the subsidy is for a maximum of three months, which may be
sufficient for the employer to survive the early and most difficult phases of the
epidemic situation. In return, the employer must undertake to retain the total
number of employees for the duration of the subsidy and for an additional month.
The rate of the state subsidy will be 70% of the proportionate amount of the net
absentee fee (to be calculated on the basis of the base salary, the performance
salary if any, as well as the wage supplements) due for 30%, 40% or 50% of the
decreased working hours. It is therefore appropriate for employers receiving the
subsidy to reduce employee working hours by 30%, 40% or 50%, as new
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regulations do not contain specific provisions in the event of a different change in
working hours and the level of support may, therefore, be uncertain. According to
the regulation, the maximum absentee fee that can be taken into account when
determining the monthly amount of the allowance may not exceed twice the net
amount of the minimum wage. A related question may arise as to whether the
allowance is available only to workers whose absentee fee does not exceed this
amount. Presumably, the correct interpretation is that the subsidy may also be
granted to workers earning more, but this is the maximum absentee fee to be
used in the subsidy calculation.
The subsidy can be granted at the joint request of the employer and the
employee. Decreased working hours and wages cannot, therefore, be ordered
unilaterally by the employer and the conditions must be agreed by the parties.
In addition to the decreased working hours, the employee and the employer must
agree on individual development time for which the employer must pay. The
regulation sets this payment at a fixed rate of 30% of the lost working time. The
employee must be available during development time. However, the regulation
does not specify whether the employee is required to work in the 30% of the
decreased working time or to take part in training, or whether this 30% availability
period is to be understood in addition to the decreased working time. Based on
the prospectus published yesterday on the website of the National Employment
Service, the latter interpretation is the correct one. The regulation does not
specify whether the employee must also take part in training or if so, what kind of
training the employee may be required to participate in. This possibility may
depend on the needs of the employer or the agreement of the parties. The
employer must undertake that the amount of wages, together with the subsidy,
reaches the employee's absentee fee during the period of the subsidy so that for
the development period the employer must pay the same wage as for the time
spent at work.
This also means of the salary of the employee is higher than two times the
minimum salary, then the employer must pay the portion not covered by the state
subsidy, in order to enable the employee to receive his/her absentee fee due to
him/her before the crisis. In this scenario, the employer is obliged to pay more
than 30% during the development period.
The employer must demonstrate that the economic justification for the decreased
working time is directly and closely linked to the emergency. The employer must
also provide credible evidence that the retention of employees is in the national
economic interest However, the decree does not define national economic
interest and thus may depend on governmental discretion.
It is also important for employers to keep in mind that extraordinary working hours
must not be ordered for subsidized workers during the supported period. So,
even if the business is becoming a bit hectic in the wake of the crisis, an
unexpected and larger volume of work must be done by avoiding overtime hours.
Supporting employment in the field of research and development
According to the promulgated decree, the state will provide a subsidy for those
employers who operate in the field of research and development. Although not
explicitly stated in the regulation, the government's intention is clearly to help
retain employees' jobs in the field of research and development.
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The duration of the subsidy is a maximum of three months. The monthly amount
of the subsidy is a maximum of HUF 318,920.00 per employee or a proportional
part of HUF 670,000 gross wage. In return, the employer must undertake to reemploy the employee for at least the same period of time as the duration of the
subsidy and to keep its previous number of employees.
Longer reference period can be ordered unilaterally - how can this be
solved?
Employers are allowed to unilaterally use a reference period scheduling system
for a period of 24 months during the state of emergency; which is significantly
longer than the maximum four and six-month-long reference period currently
allowed by the Labour Code. The purpose of the new provisions is to enable
companies – where the production or operation has been significantly reduced or
completely shut down as a result of the epidemic and which are temporarily
unable to fully employ all the employees or are unable the employ them at all – to
maintain the employment by introducing longer reference periods. To reach this
goal, longer reference periods can be ordered instead of forced redundancies, so
that employees who are currently working fewer hours and with more rest periods
will be able to use the accumulated unused working time when the production or
operation resumes. Employees can also benefit from this option, as they get to
keep their jobs and keep their original wages even when they are not working.
The restrictions of the Labour Code on the maximum daily working hours, weekly
working hours and rest periods and the rules on the working schedule will
continue to apply. This guarantees that employees have access to rest periods
stipulated in the Labour Code and have to work within the statutory working time
limitations.
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Russia
Russian Federation: Russia eases rules for
foreign employees
(April 20, 2020)

(April 20, 2020)
Igor Makarov

To view original alert, click here.

Russia eases rules for foreign employees
Russia has extended the validity period of migration documents expiring between
15 March and 15 June 2020, including:

Elena Kukushkina



visas, temporary residence permits, permanent residence permits;



individual work permits, patents, employers' permissions to hire foreign
employees;



individual migration cards.

Foreign employees may continue working based on the above documents.
Additionally, during this period, companies are allowed to hire foreign persons
who have no patents or work permits (subject to certain limitations).
Evgeny Reyzman

Moscow extends restrictions and tightens the system of
digital passes
The restrictions imposed 13 April on the work of organizations, including
restrictions on visits by individuals, have been extended until 1 May.
New rules on digital travel passes take effect 22 April 2020, with additional
requirements for the use of multipasses for travelling to work:


only electronic travel cards may be used for public transport (other kinds of
tickets are not allowed);



details of the electronic travel card must be added to the pass;



passes must be obtained at least 5 hours before the first trip.

Maxim Kalinin

This LEGAL ALERT is issued to inform Baker McKenzie clients and other
interested parties of legal developments that may affect or otherwise be of
interest to them. The comments above do not constitute legal or other advice and
should not be regarded as a substitute for specific advice in individual cases.
Russian version
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South Africa
COVID-19 Concessions to Address
Immigration Issue
(April 23, 2020)

(April 23, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
Johan Botes

Overview
Due to the escalating impact of COVID-19 and the growing restrictions on travel,
employers and their workforce are facing travel restrictions globally. Ahlisha
Yesmariam, immigration paralegal at Baker McKenzie, discusses measures
issued by South Africa's Department of Home Affairs to address these
restrictions.
Contents

Ahlisha Yesmariam

Due to the escalating impact of COVID-19 and the growing restrictions on travel,
employers and their workforce are facing travel restrictions globally. The
Department of Home Affairs (DHA) in South Africa has issued guidance on how
applications will be handled during the crisis. These measures will remain in
effect until 31 July 2020. The concessions apply to those whose visas have
expired or will be expiring from 15 February 2020, unless a person is able to
provide proof that they have submitted an extension application prior to 15
February 2020 and is awaiting the outcome.

Key points to note:
Expiry of visa


Visas expiring before or during lockdown: persons will not be arrested or
detained for holding an expired visa.



Temporary residence visa expiring from mid-February 2020: persons that did
not renew their visas before the lockdown began will not be declared illegal or
prohibited persons.



Expired visa but will return to home country once lockdown ends: persons
with expired visas, who do not wish to extend and want to return to their
home countries will not be declared undesirable upon departure.

Visa application and adjudication


The DHA will not receive or adjudicate applications for visas or for permanent
residence permits during the lockdown.



Foreign nationals:


Persons whose visas have expired after 15 February 2020 may re-apply
for the respective visa exemptions while in South Africa, immediately
after the lockdown has ended. These persons will not be required to
apply for authorization to remain in South Africa, Good Cause/ Form 20.
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Persons that had appointments scheduled during the lockdown need to
reschedule their appointments to available dates after the lockdown has
ended. The VFS calendar is not showing available appointment dates for
April, which means that at this stage, persons cannot book appointments
for 30 April 2020 or onwards. We are of the understanding that extension
applications should be allowed as of 30 April 2020, should the lockdown
in fact end on this date.

Work, study and business
People whose visas expired during the lockdown and who had submitted their
extension applications prior to the lockdown beginning and are awaiting the
outcome of their application, will be allowed to work, study or conduct business
once the lockdown ends while awaiting the outcome on their application.
Visas for high-risk countries
As per the directions issued by the DHA in terms of the Disaster Management
Act, 2002, for nationals of high-risk countries who were outside of South Africa on
15 March 2020 and were issued a visa, these visas were revoked and remain
revoked.
Departure of foreign nationals during lockdown
All foreign nationals in South Africa are not allowed to depart the country, except
for cases relating to expatriation initiated by another state.
Lesotho exemption permit
The Lesotho Special Permits which expired on 31 December 2019 remains valid
until 15 June 2020. No new applications will be taken. Holders of the Lesotho
Special Permit have up to 15 June 2020 to submit extension applications.
Expiry of asylum seeker permits
Asylum seekers whose visas expired from 16 March 2020 until the end of
lockdown shall have 30 calendar days from this date to legalize their visas. If they
do not legalize their visas they can be penalized or arrested.
Further details regarding these concessions can be obtained by reaching out to
our Employment & Compensation team in Johannesburg.
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Unemployment Insurance Fund will pay for
annual leave days taken during COVID-19

(April 20, 2020)

(April 20, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
Johan Botes

The Minister of Employment and Labour in South Africa has issued amendments
to the Directive dealing with claims to the Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF)
as a result of COVID-19. The Directive was first published on 26 March 2020 and
updated on 8 April 2020. The latest change allows employers to set off an
amount received from the UIF in respect of a new COVID-19 annual leave
benefit, from amounts paid to employees for annual leave taken during the
lockdown.
The lockdown resulted in businesses being forced to close and employees having
to stay at home. Employers were able to invoke their right to withhold
remuneration for the period where employees could not tender service. Many
employers, however, placed employees on annual leave in an effort to ensure
they continued to receive salaries during the lockdown. Placing staff on annual
leave during this period softened the blow for employees, albeit at the expense of
their annual leave allotment. The latest amendment to the Directive means that
employers will be able to credit their staff for annual leave days taken during the
lockdown, and set-off the amounts received from the UIF against salary paid to
staff placed on annual leave. According to the Directive, employers must credit
staff for the annual leave taken "…with the proportionate entitlement to paid
annual leave in future".
In a further amendment to the Directive, the Minister urged employers to calculate
the COVID-19 UIF benefits staff will receive from UIF and pay this to staff, with a
view to offsetting or reimbursing it once employers receive payment from the UIF.
This appears to be done in tacit acknowledgment of the strain placed on the
administration of claims by the UIF, due to the deluge of new claims submitted.
This additional claim will allow some employees reprieve in that their annual
leave should be credited as their employers will receive payment of this new
benefit from the UIF. However, the annual leave claim - on the face of it - is
calculated using the same formulas, threshold amounts and maximum cap as
other COVID-19 claims. In practice, this means that almost all staff, save for
those earning the national minimum wage, will receive an annual leave COVID19 benefit that is significantly less than their full (actual) remuneration received
from their employers for the annual leave taken during the lockdown. Employers
that have paid staff in full for annual leave taken during the lockdown will
therefore receive only a portion of their staff's salaries from the UIF as part of this
new annual leave benefit, while employees are entitled to be credited for annual
leave actually taken. Thus, many employers would have paid more to staff in
respect of annual leave than it will recover from the UIF as the COVID-19 annual
leave benefit.
How employers will deal with this in practice is unclear and is not addressed in
the regulations. It remains to be seen whether employers will recover the
additional amount paid to staff from future remuneration (subject to section 34 of
the Basic Conditions of Employment Act) or whether the answer lies in
interpreting "proportionate entitlement to paid annual leave in future" to credit
annual leave days pro rated with the actual funds received.
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COVID-19 - Important update to employment
relief scheme
(April 16, 2020)

(April 16, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
Johan Botes

Overview
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the South African Minister of
Employment and Labour introduced the Temporary Employee Relief Scheme
(TERS) to aid employers who have had to shut down or to reduce hours of work
at their businesses due to COVID-19. In early April 2020, the Minster amended
several aspects of TERS. Johan Botes, Tracy van der Colff and Kirsty Gibson
from the Employment PG in Johannesburg discuss these amendments.
Contents

Tracy Van Der Colff

In early April 2020, the Minister of Employment and Labour in South Africa
amended several aspects of the Temporary Employee Relief Scheme (TERS).
This scheme was one of the relief mechanisms put in place to aid employers who
have had to shut down or to reduce hours of work at their businesses due to
COVID-19, as it helps employees to recoup some of the employment income they
will lose out on as a result of these changes.
According to the amendments, if an employer has a full or partial closure a direct
result of the pandemic, the company may qualify for the TERS. For an employer
to qualify for the temporary relief, it must satisfy a number of requirements,
including that it must be registered with the Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF),
that it must comply with the application for the financial relief scheme; and that its
closure must be directly linked to the COVID-19 pandemic. The UIF reported that
it has ZAR 30 billion available to make payments to employees.
In terms of this scheme, employees are entitled to a salary benefit, which will be
calculated on a capped salary of ZAR 17,712 per month. This means that if an
employee earns more than ZAR 17,712 per month, they will only receive 38% to
60% of this amount. Further, if an employee earns less than the capped salary,
the employee will receive 38% to 60% of their normal salary. When an employee
is eligible to receive less than the minimum wage of ZAR 3,500, based on the
calculation, the employee will receive at least the minimum wage from the UIF.
The normal rule - that for every four days worked the employee accumulates one
day of credit and the maximum credit days payable of 365 days - will not apply in
this instance. The UIF has also set up a dedicated hotline for any enquiries about
the COVID-19 benefits. The number is 012-337-1997.
The scheme allows employers to partially pay their employees. Employees will
still be entitled to receive benefits via the TERS, however, they may not receive
more than 100% of their salary. This feature is not available in the normal
scheme.
All employers must apply for the benefits on behalf of their employees and
bargaining councils will also be able to apply on behalf of those employees that it
represents. Benefits must be paid over to employees within 48 hours of receiving
the funds from the UIF.
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Employers need to let the Department of Employment and Labour know that they
have closed their operations in the lockdown period by emailing
COVID19ters@labour.gov.za, and they will then be guided on how to apply for
the benefit.
Unemployment Insurance Fund – reduced working time / short time benefit
Further, should an employer have to implement short time or reduced working
time, in agreement with the employee, as a result of COVID-19, the employee
may be able to claim relief from the UIF.
This benefit is only available where an employee and employer have contributed
to the Fund and is subject to the employee having accumulated enough credits to
be paid during this time. Credits are accumulated at a rate of one day for every
four days worked by the employee up to a maximum of 365 days in a four-year
cycle. The employee will be entitled to be paid the difference between what the
employee is being paid and the normal UIF benefits payable, should an employee
lose employment, subject to a capped threshold of ZAR 178,000 per annum.
Compensation Fund
In addition, employees who contract COVID-19 in the workplace are covered by
the Compensation for Occupational Illnesses and Diseases Act (COIDA). Where
the Compensation Fund has accepted liability, the Total Temporary Disablement
benefit applies from the date of the diagnosis and continues for a maximum of 30
days. The employee will also be entitled to 30 days of medical aid.
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Argentina
Coronavirus. Emergency aid program for
work and production - clarifications about its
benefits
(April 22, 2020)

(April 22, 2020)
Matías Herrero

To view original alert, click here.
Administrative Decision 591/20 of the Chief Cabinet Secretary decided to
incorporate the Program Evaluation and Monitoring Committee's
recommendations, which issued technical reports with suggestions for granting
the benefits of the Program created by Decree 332/20, as amended by Decrees
347/20 and 376/20.
These are the terms which therefore apply to the Program's benefits:
a. In relation to the Salary Compensatory Allowance for employees, to be
paid by the Federal Social Security Authority (of between 1 and 2 minimum
wages):

Juan Manuel Sánchez

1.

The benefit will be granted for April 2020 salaries.

2.

It will be in favor of employers whose main activity be included among
those classified by the authority as affected activities.

3.

The applicant employers must prove that the nominal variation of their
March, 12 - April, 12, 2020 invoicing, compared to the same period of
2019, was zero or less than zero.

4.

The benefit will be granted to those employers whose headcount as of
February 29, 2020 did not exceed 800, deducting any terminations
occurred until April 20, 2020. It may be granted to employers with more
than 800 employees as an exception, and provided that additional
requirements be met.

5.

For calculating the allowance, 83% of the gross February 2020
remuneration will be considered.

b. In relation to the benefit of reduction of employer contributions to the
Argentine Social Security System, the benefit will be granted to those
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employers whose main activity is classified by the authority as affected
activities.
c.

Registration to the web service called "Emergency Aid Program for Work and
Production" is necessary to access the Program's benefits.

The deadline to apply for the benefits expires on April 23, 2020.
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Coronavirus. Extension until 4/23/20 of the
registration deadline for the emergency aid
program for work and production.
(April 21, 2020)

(April 21, 2020)
Matías Herrero

To view original alert, click here.
By means of the General Resolution no. 4702/20 of the Federal Tax Authority
("AFIP"), published today in the Official Gazette, the deadline for registration on
the web service called "Emergency Aid Program for Work and Production"
("Program") were extended until 4/23/20.
We recall that such registration is a requirement to access the benefits
established through the Program.
For more information, we recommend accessing the Alert published here:

Juan Manuel Sánchez

https://bakerxchange.com/rv/ff005dea0375d17b0ab296895d4bb28a554f6729/p=
4466154
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Price regulation. More exempted activities.
Amendments to the emergency aid program
to work and production
(April 20, 2020)

(April 20, 2020)
Luis Dates

To view original alert, click here.

Extension of the validity term of the maximum prices set
by the National Executive Power and exclusion of
involved products
On April 18, 2020, Secretariat of Inner Commerce's Resolutions No. 117/2020
and 118/2020 were published in the Official Gazette establishing, respectively,
the extension of the validity term of the maximum prices for mass consumer
products set forth by the National Executive Power through Resolution SCI No.
100/2020, and excluding the application of said regulation to certain products.
Esteban Rópolo

In this regard, Resolution No. 117/2020 extends the validity term of Resolution
SCI No. 100/2020 for an additional period of thirty (30) calendar days, counted as
from the following day of the original expiration date of said regulation.
In other words, the maximum prices of mass consumption products sold in retail
stores or wholesale supermarkets with consumer sales, or that are sold to the
latter by any company which is part of the production, distribution and supply
chain of said products, must be maintained until May 18, 2020, inclusive. Said
term may be subsequently extended depending on the evolution of the
epidemiological emergency of COVID-19.

Santiago Maqueda

Finally, Resolution No. 118/2020 establishes that the products that fall within the
"fruits" and "vegetables" categories will not be reached by the maximum prices
established by Resolution SCI No. 100/2020, notwithstanding that their prices are
informed to the Electronic System of Advertising of Argentine Prices (Sistema
Electrónico de Publicidad de Precios Argentinos - SEPA). Said exclusion will be
maintained throughout the period of validity of Resolution SCI No. 100/2020.
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Extension of the activities and services considered
essential
(April 20, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
Roberto Grané

By means of Administrative Decision No. 524/20, the Chief of State extended the
list of activities and services declared as essential within the "social, preventive
and mandatory isolation regime". The activities that as from today will be
considered essential throughout the national territory, with the exception of the
provinces of Santiago del Estero and Tucumán, are the following:
1. Establishments that carry out services and tax collections. Subject to the
implementation and compliance with the health protocols that each
jurisdiction establishes.
2. Income offices of the Provinces, of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires and
of the Municipalities, with appointment systems and minimum guards.

Candelaria Munilla

3. National and provincial registry activities, with appointment system and
minimum guards.
4. Sale of already produced goods from retail stores, through electronic
commerce platforms, telephone sales and other mechanisms that do not
require personal contact with clients and only through the home delivery
modality with the appropriate sanitary safeguards, protocols and planning of
logistics.
5. Scheduled medical and dental care for preventive reasons and for monitoring
of chronic diseases, with a previous appointment.
6. Clinical analysis laboratories and diagnostic imaging centers, with a previous
appointment system.

Gonzalo Conde

7. Optics, with previous appointment system.
8. Experts and claims liquidators of insurance companies that allow the
settlement and payment of claims reported to beneficiaries.
9. Establishments for the care of victims of gender-based violence.
10. Production for export, with prior authorization from the Ministry of Productive
Development.
11. Specific industrial procedures, with prior authorization from the Ministry of
Productive Development.
Each Provincial Jurisdiction must dictate the necessary regulations for the
development of the exempted activities, being able to limit their scope to certain
geographical areas or to certain municipalities or establish specific requirements
for their development.
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Amendments to the emergency aid program for work and
production
(April 20, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
Matías Herrero

Decree 376/20 published today in the Official Gazette (the "Decree"), introduce
certain modifications to the Emergency Aid Program for Workers and Production,
as ordered by Decree 332/20 (as amended by Decree 347/20).
The most relevant points of the Decree:
a. Elimination of the Health emergency allowance ("REPRO"), which consisted
on a non-remunerative allowance to be paid by Government, for privatesector employees under a collective bargaining agreement, for employers
with a headcount higher than 100.

Juan Manuel Sanchez

b. Extension of The universe of employers covered by the benefit called
Compensatory Remuneration Allowance, originally limited to employers with
up to 100 employees, by eliminating this requirement. Therefore, any
employer covered by the Program may be able access this benefit.
We recall that the Government would cover the payment of this non-remunerative
allowance for the private sector.
Likewise, the Decree modified the amounts of the allowance, which will equal to
50% of the February net salary of each employee. However, the amount of the
allowance shall not be lower than 1 minimum wage (ARS $ 16,875); nor exceed 2
minimum wages (ARS $ 33,750).
c.

The requirements to access the Program are modified, based on which
employers must prove for a "... Substantial reduction in their invoicing after
March 12, 2020..." instead of a "... Substantial reduction in sales after March
20, 2020...".
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Coronavirus. Extension until 4/16/20 of the
registration deadline for the emergency aid
program for work and production
(April 16, 2020)

(April 16, 2020)
Matías Herrero

To view original alert, click here.
By means of the General Resolution no. 4698/20 of the Federal Tax Authority
("AFIP"), published today in the Official Gazette, the deadline for registration on
the web service called "Emergency Aid Program for Work and Production"
("Program") were extended until today; we recall that the deadline was originally
set for yesterday (4/15/20).
We recall that such registration is a requirement to access the benefits
established through the Program.
For more information, we recommend accessing the Alert published here:
Juan Manuel Sanchez

https://bakerxchange.com/rv/ff005dea0375d17b0ab296895d4bb28a554f6729/p=
4466154
Despite the Program's original terms provided that upon registration, it would be
evaluated whether the benefits would be granted, AFIP announced in the media
that with the mere registration employers will automatically access to one of the
benefits, which is the extension until June of part of the employers' contributions
payment date, which was due during this week. Whether the rest of the benefits
will be granted or not, will be evaluated by the Committee which controls the
Program, depending on each particular case.
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Colombia
Newsletter: COVID-19 Colombia
Guidelines
(April 21, 2020)

(April 21, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
Baker McKenzie's Bogotá Office is pleased to present its Country COVID-19
Client Newsletter. We offer you a brief guide for preventing, facing or solving the
foremost complications that the current global pandemic may cause your
business ̶ whether that is an outbreak at your offices, with your employees, your
service providers or even counterparts.
Should you have any questions regarding the following subjects or any matter,
please contact your usual Baker McKenzie contact or any of our practice group /
industry group partners. We will be happy to work with you during this time of
prevention.
We wish you, your family, and your extended organization continued good health!
Coronavirus Resource Center for clients
Our external website includes a Coronavirus Resource Center for clients. In it you
will find materials that will help you understand, prepare and respond quickly to
the significant challenges COVID-19 poses:


A complete list of COVID-19-related client alerts and webinars by both topic
and by region (including Latinamerica)



Our Business Continuity Plans for COVID-19, in which we explain how we
will be able to deliver uninterrupted service to our clients on the worldwide
level.

Colombian State of Emergency
The president of Colombia decreed a State of Emergency on the national territory
due to the recent COVID-19 outbreak. He has issued a series of measures to
contain its effects on public health and the economy. This chapter will be updated
on a daily basis, including the principal measures issued by the national
government.
Please click to find more
Some Relevant Decrees Analysis
Here you will find a further analysis of the most relevant decrees.
Please click to find more
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Tax
Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, the Government of Colombia has issued several
regulations that change important aspects of Colombian tax law. Here you wil find
a description of the main tax measures taken by the Colombian Government.
Please click to find more
Corporate
How the President of the Republic has enabled corporate life to continue its
dynamics in the middle of the State of Emergency.
Please click to find more
Healthcare
Measures taken during the Colombian State of Emergency within the healthcare
Industry.
Please click to find more
Employment and compensation
Here we provide you with a quick guide for employers, addressing some of the
most pressing labor issues that have arisen in light of the global COVID-19
outbreak.
Please click to find more
Dispute Resolution & International Arbitration - Supply Chain
Here we outline how the outcome of the pandemic has translated into events
whereby attempts to cure a breach may lead to litigation or arbitration and a force
majeure defense. We also describe the most recent measures issued by the
justice administration entities.
Please click to find more
Insolvency
An analysis of how the Colombian insolvency regime allows to face the possible
consequences of COVID-19.
Please click to find more
Banking and finance
Learn about the financial measures ordered by the National Government in
financial and public finance matters.
Please click to find more
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Colombia's recent news on COVID-19 from
an employment perspective
(April 17, 2020)

(April 17, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
Tatiana Garcés

To access each article, please click on the icon:


Curfew



Employment Developments and Relief for Employers



Existing Special Allowances for Unemployment



Health and Safety Special Obligations towards COVID-19

Evelyn Romero
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Mexico's National Migration Institute
Suspends Terms for Temporary and
Permanent Residents
(April 16, 2020)

(April 16, 2020)
Daniel Urdiain

To view original alert, click here.
What has changed?
On April 1, 2020 a "Resolution whereby Deadlines, Terms and Activities of the
Ministry of Government are Suspended, with the Exclusions Indicated Therein"
was published in the Official Federal Gazette. Several deadlines and terms are
suspended, including those before the National Migration Institute ("NMI").
What it means for you

Raúl Lara

From April 1 to April 30, 2020, foreign nationals who enjoy a Temporary or
Permanent Resident Immigration status, who are located in Mexico or abroad,
and who are required to submit documents before the NMI having a deadline
during the suspension term (between April 1 and April 30, 2020), will be able to
do so on May 4, 2020.
The days covered by the suspension period will be considered non-working days.
Although documents may be filed during this period, it will be deemed that they
were submitted on May 4, 2020.
These measures represent a partial benefit for foreigners who have to deal with
expiration terms during this period, because all deadlines will be moved to May 4,
2020.
Action steps
We recommend that foreign nationals continue filing their paperwork, even during
the suspension period in order to avoid being surprised by a new expiration date.
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In addition, since the NMI has been refusing to receive additional applications
once it has determined that it has met its limit of applications, not everyone will be
able to submit their applications on May 4, 2020. Those individuals who cannot
submit their applications risk falling into irregular immigration status.
All companies that have foreign personnel must update their Employer Certificate
as soon as possible, as there is no suspension of any terms in this regard.
More information
Visit the Firm's Beyond COVID-19 Resource Center for our latest thought
leadership.
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United States
Webinar Recording: Cost Cutting Strategies
in the Wake of COVID-19
(April 23, 2020)

William Dugan

(April 23, 2020)
In the wake of the global pandemic, many companies need to take quick action to
reduce costs. This 60-minute webinar outlines the various cost-cutting strategies
available to employers in the US and walks participants through the major
considerations necessary to minimize legal risk. Our speakers will discuss how
best to reduce labor costs while mitigating risks and maintaining flexibility to
restart normal business operations, including:

Paul Evans

Emily Harbison



Furloughs



Layoffs



Voluntary retirement programs



Shortened workweeks/part-time work



Salary reductions



Delayed start dates for new hires



Revoked offers of employment

Webinar Recording - East Coast
Colton Long

Webinar Recording - Midwest

Arthur Rooney

Goli Rahimi

Jeffrey Sturgeon
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Immigration in the News: Latest COVID-19
Related Executive Order on Immigration
Impacts Immigrant Visa Applicants
Abroad
(April 23, 2020)

(April 23, 2020)
Betsy Stelle Morgan

To view original alert, click here.

Melissa Allchin

On April 22, 2020, the President signed a Proclamation to suspend the issuance
of immigrant visas (i.e., non-temporary visas) for the next 60 days to individuals
who are currently outside of the United States and do not currently have an
immigrant visa. The proclamation is not a broad restriction on all immigration that
many feared might be the case from comments earlier this week. Since
Embassies and Consulates remain closed, the status for immigrant visa
applicants abroad remains unchanged. Yet, as we saw with the 2017 Buy
American and Hire American Executive Order, the most recent Proclamation,
intended to protect the U.S. workforce amidst the COVID-19 related economic
downturn, could have a much wider impact beyond the narrow scope of the
proclamation itself.
Who is impacted?

Ginger Partee

The Proclamation only directly applies to individuals who: (i) are outside the
United States on the effective date of the proclamation; (ii) do not have an
immigrant visa that is valid on the effective date of the proclamation; and (iii) do
not have an official travel document other than a visa (such as a transportation
letter, an appropriate boarding foil, or an advance parole document) that is valid
on the effective date of the proclamation or issued on any date thereafter that
permits him or her to travel to the United States and seek entry or admission. The
Proclamation does not directly apply to foreign nationals in the United
States.
Who is excluded?
The proclamation does not apply to individuals who are outside of the US and are
already lawful permanent residents or immediate relatives of US citizens. There
are also exceptions for individuals seeking an immigrant visa as a health care
worker, an EB-5 investor, and others whose admission to the US may be deemed
in the national interest.
What is the effective date and how long will the suspension last?

David Serwer

The Proclamation is effective on 11:59 pm EST on April 23, 2020. The validity of
the Proclamation is 60 days and is subject to renewal by the President at the end
of the 60-day period.
Are there any other implications?
The Proclamation leaves open key questions that may be top of mind for foreign
national employees.
The Proclamation is silent about how this will apply to individuals who are
currently present in the United States in valid status and are going through the
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permanent residence process. The proclamation asks the DOS and DHS to
implement the proclamation as appropriate. DOS could shut off the supply of
green cards in the next two months by making immigrant visa numbers
unavailable in the May and June Visa Bulletins. If so, the adjudication of pending
Adjustment of Status Applications would be delayed and new Adjustment of
Status could not be filed for the next 60 days.

Alessandra Faso

The Proclamation does not affect those in the United States in non-immigrant
status but it does call on the various departments (DOL, DOS, and DHS) to
review non-immigrant visa programs within 30 days and recommend other
measures to stimulate the economy. It is unclear what actions may be taken at
this time.
What actions should my company take?
Communicate with your foreign-national employees. Anxiety amongst foreign
nationals is high as a result of COVID-19 travel restrictions and recent
immigration announcements. Consider holding a Town Hall to discuss
immigration updates and provide a forum for your employees to ask questions.

John Foerster

File Adjustment of Status Applications before the end of the month. Given that the
ability to file Adjustment of Status applications could be delayed for at least 60
days, it is important to file all applications that are permitted under the April visa
bulletin before the end of this month.
For your employees in the United States on non-immigrant work visas that will
expire within the next six months, consider filing extension petitions with USCIS
soon, given that recommendations will be forthcoming regarding the nonimmigrant visa program. Securing your employees' ability to remain in the United
States under their current non-immigrant status will ease their concerns.

Matthew Gorman

Sandhya Sharma
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The Reopening Playbook for Global
Employers - What US Employers Should be
Thinking About Right Now
(April 21, 2020)

(April 21, 2020)
Michael Brewer

To view original alert, click here.
With signs that the virus is peaking in the US, and with some state Shelter-inPlace Orders scheduled to be lifted in the coming weeks, employers are turning
their attention to planning for how best to bring employees back to work.
As with the initial outbreak, US employers can look to other corners of the world
that are ahead of us in terms of the curve of the virus to help construct a blue
print for reopening. As some countries scale back restrictions and start returning
to daily life, the transition is purposefully gradual in an effort to safeguard against
a second spike of infections. So, what should a US employer be focusing on as it
strives to achieve a necessary balance between maintaining a safe workplace
and putting people back to work?

Susan Eandi

There are eight key considerations employers must address in planning to reopen
the workplace. A US employer's "playbook" for reopening should include a
"chapter" on each topic as outlined below. While we provide a table of contents
and high level advice here, stay turned for articles from our team in the coming
days and weeks that will take a deeper dive into some of these areas.
A Table of Contents for Your Reopening Playbook:
1. Government Orders
2. Timing
3. Workplace Safety & Prevention Strategies

Robin Samuel

4. Testing & Health Screening
5. Managing Employee Concerns About Returning to the Worksite
6. Workforce Communication
7. Labor Agreements
8. Litigation Mitigation

1. Government Orders
Monitor the lifting of government Shelter-in-Place Orders to determine the
appropriate time frame for returning to work. Italy, Spain, Germany, and other
European countries are in the process of transitioning to reopen businesses in
phases. Spain, for instance, is allowing workers who cannot work from home –
like construction workers – to return to their jobs. Austria has allowed small shops
to reopen, subject to social-distancing rules. Here in the US, the White House
recently issued guidelines for "Opening Up America Again." The guidelines set
forth three phases to reopen state economies, with each phase lasting, at
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minimum, 14 days. These guidelines, however, do not have the force of law, and
do not supersede applicable state and county health orders. Finally, various
states' Shelter-in-Place Orders have expiration dates, which if not extended or
amended, will mean that the Order is lifted at the end of April, while others like
Texas have announced that portions of the state will reopen starting April 20.
2. Timing
Evaluate whether some sort of phased re-opening with either a partial return of
some functions or staggered schedules makes the most sense for your
workforce. Determining if and how to coordinate a phased approach will be
influenced by factors like location, sector, business type or size, and the health
status of workers.
3. Workplace Safety & Prevention Strategies
The new normal requires continued physical distancing, expanded use of
personal protective equipment and other counter-measures. Bringing employees
back to work necessitates policies and practices regarding:
1. General Health Screening
2. COVID-19 Testing
3. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
4. Sanitation Measures to Maintain a Healthy Work Environment
5. Physical Distancing
Employers should stay up to date on guidance from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA), and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), and from
state and local authorities. Key guidance documents are linked here:




CDC:


Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan and Respond to
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)



Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who
May Have Had Exposure to a Person with Suspected or Confirmed
COVID-19

OSHA:


Guidance on Preparing Workplaces for COVID-19



Control and Prevention



Prevent Worker Exposure to Coronavirus (COVID-19)



Ten Steps All Workplaces Can Take to Reduce Risk of Exposure to
Coronavirus



Enforcement Guidance for Recording Cases of Coronavirus Disease
2019 (COVID-19)
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EEOC:


Pandemic Preparedness in the Workplace and the Americans with
Disabilities Act



What You Should Know About COVID-19 and the ADA, the
Rehabilitation Act, and Other EEO Laws

Besides adhering to the guidance and creating new policies and practices, it is
essential to train employees on any new health and safety procedures
implemented to curb the spread of COVID-19.
4. Testing & Health Screening
To ensure workplace safety, employers will want to introduce testing and health
screening procedures and protocols for certain employees and third-parties
(customers, visitors, etc.) In March, the EEOC confirmed that the COVID-19
pandemic meets the "direct threat" standard for employee medical examinations
and disability related inquiries. Employers do not violate the ADA by requiring
employees to undergo medical examinations, such as temperature checks, or
asking employees disability-related questions, such as whether the employees
suffer from underlying health conditions that may make COVID-19 more severe
for them. As with all medical information, the fact that an employee has a fever or
an underlying health condition is subject to the ADA's confidentiality
requirements.


Temperature Screening and Thermal Scanning: Employers may measure
their US-based employees' body temperature if doing so is job-related and
consistent with business necessity. For example, there may be no job-related
or business need to check the temperature of an employee who works in
isolation, but there likely is a compelling business need to test employees
who interact closely with customers or co-workers. However, employers
should be aware that body temperature measurements may not be
conclusive. Some people with COVID-19 will not have a fever. Other persons
may intentionally or unintentionally suppress fevers by taking fever-reducing
medications. Employers who institute temperature checks should do so in the
least invasive manner possible. And again, if any data is retained after
checking temperatures, it should be handled as confidential medical
information.



COVID-19 Testing: Diagnostic testing may be done if the testing is
performed in the least invasive and most private manner feasible and so it
does not reveal results to others. Assuming the testing is not covered by
HIPAA, companies should include in their more general notification to
employees information about the data that will be provided to the company by
the healthcare provider and the manner for which it will be used. Companies
must implement reasonable security measures to protect the test result data
it receives from unauthorized access, acquisition, destruction, use,
modification or disclosure. And companies must notify employees in
California and Illinois in the event of a breach of their test result data in
unencrypted form.

For all testing, it would be safer to engage a professional service provider trained
on the use of the medical equipment, and who can handle the medical
information properly in compliance with applicable health information and data
privacy laws. For example, we would not recommend using security guards to
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administer the temperature checks, unless they were specially trained for that
purposes, and can handle the medical information properly. There will need to be
standardization as to when tests are used, the frequency of tests (especially
important if testing for infection, rather than antibodies), and the documentation.
Companies should implement an internal policy that documents how employee
health data and medical information generated from such testing will be protected
once results are received from the third party health care provider. The policy
should state that the tests would be applied neutrally and without regard to
protected characteristics. Positive tests must be reported to applicable health
department labs, so companies should ensure that any third party health care
providers have contractual responsibility for such reporting.
We recommend investing in ongoing education for supervisors about protecting
privacy of employee medical information/conditions, and monitoring ongoing
changes to rules regulating employee health screenings.
5. Managing Employee Concerns About Returning to the Worksite
Prepare to address potential disability accommodation requests for legacy and
new employees with medical restrictions. As employees are asked to return to the
physical worksite, or new hires are on-boarded, it is likely that some may raise
concerns for their safety at work, especially if they or a family member has a preexisting medical condition that could put them or their family member at higher
risk of infection. To the extent that such employees have been able to
successfully work from home, there may be some questions raised about a
permanent remote work arrangement. As when cases were initially being
reported and employers were facing these concerns, it will be important to
regroup and be prepared to think through the various potential legal entitlements,
i.e., ADA, FMLA, OSHA, Workers' Comp and companies' policies (and state
equivalents) as well as how those are impacted by new legislation such as
FFCRA, when responding to employee requests.
6. Workforce Communication
Keep your COVID-19 working group intact and allow the working group to
transition from crisis matters to recovery matters. If not already handled by
another department, task the working group with drafting employee facing
communications to ease the employee transition back to a regular working
schedule. Consider establishing a hotline which employees can use to ask
questions regarding the transition back to work and any other COVID-19 related
questions, including mental health.
This is a time of high anxiety. Remain in constant communication with employees
as locations reopen, so employees know what to expect upon returning to work.
Include, for instance, any information regarding new health and safety
precautions and information with respect to pay and sick leave.
7. Labor Agreements
Employers with a union represented workforce should remember their obligations
under the National Labor Relations Act when making decisions affecting their
employees. Most labor agreements anticipate and provide for the return of laid off
workers. Reviewing these provisions to identify any areas not already addressed
will permit planning for potential consultation/negotiations with employee
representatives, unions, and/or works councils regarding newly adopted or
imposed conditions in a re-opened facility. Prepare for the potential that
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representatives may push back based on safety perceptions depending on the
scope of the pandemic in a particular area and/or based on phased in store reopenings.
Manage seniority/bumping rights when filling labor gaps.
Develop a local strategy particularly focusing on preserving rights to leverage
short term employment arrangements for new hires covering legacy employees
away on statutory/approved leaves of absence.
8. Litigation Mitigation
Employers navigating the pandemic know that staying compliant during this
period has meant following an unprecedented intersection of wage and hour
laws, anti-discrimination laws, health and safety laws, the Americans with
Disabilities Act, various new (and old) paid sick and family leave rules and much
more. As we transition into the new normal back to work, consider how to handle
any potential employee claims that may arise from the measures taken during the
crisis period. Think about how to address specifically any discrimination related
claims, particularly regarding individuals who have tested positive for COVID-19
and those of certain ethnic and age groups. Be ready to open investigations and
to adequately discipline employees if necessary to prevent future claims.
Know there are already workers protesting and suing where they feel like their
employers are not doing enough to protect them on the frontlines, or are bringing
them back too soon. This only underscores the importance of strong safety
standards and of following Shelter-in-Place rules. As a corollary to the rise of
complaints about workplace conditions, now is the time to re-look at whistleblower policies and hotlines to ensure robust mechanisms are in place to
encourage reporting, conduct effective investigations and to protect against any
related retaliation.
Epilogue
As we move into unchartered territory, planning ahead and communication with
employees is key. Developing a playbook is a good start, but this will be an
iterative process. As such, one of the most important parts of returning to the new
normal is staying informed. US employers who make it part of their routine to pay
attention to the following issues will be well positioned to navigate through these
unprecedented times:


Any local government orders and how they interact with the company's
decision to increase operations in various jurisdictions;



Staying abreast of COVID-19 specific government orders or regulations
relating to wage and hour issues;



Monitoring the websites for the EEOC, OSHA and the CDC for updated
guidance.

Stay safe, and stay tuned for our further alerts and upcoming webinars. Join us
April 30 at 11am Pacific for a webinar on reopening. Click here to register.
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Baker McKenzie has put together a global resource center for all key insights and
upcoming webinars as a central repository to assist our clients understand,
prepare and respond quickly to the significant legal and business challenges
posed by COVID-19. Please use the following link to visit our Beyond COVID-19
Resource Center for additional resources. Baker McKenzie understands that
these times are challenging for all our clients and we want to assure you we are
here to assist.
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Short Time Compensation (Work Share)
Programs
(April 20, 2020)

(April 20, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
Michael E. Brewer

Are They Right For You?
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to wreak havoc on the global economy,
United States employers are continuing to examine ways to reduce costs while at
the same time both limiting the financial impact on employees and preserving
their ability to ramp back up when circumstances allow. State short time
compensation programs, also known as work share programs, provide one
avenue for cost savings that may be appropriate for some employers.

William F. Dugan

Where available, these programs provide pro-rated unemployment compensation
benefits to groups of workers whose hours are reduced by their employer on a
temporary basis in lieu of layoffs. In addition, the recently passed Coronavirus
Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act ("CARES Act") provides a federally-funded
$600 per week unemployment compensation supplement to those who
participate in such programs through July 31, 2020.
This Alert provides additional details about state short time compensation
programs and answers frequently asked questions about the pros and cons of
participation.
Where are short time compensation programs available?

Susan F. Eandi

Currently, the following 27 jurisdictions have short time compensation programs
in place: Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Florida,
Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Texas, Vermont, Washington and Wisconsin. The CARES Act
provided federal funding for other states to enact short time compensation
programs, so additional states may do so in the near term.
How do short time compensation programs work?
The specific terms vary by state, but generally speaking, short time compensation
programs are available to employers who engage in hours and pay reductions
(between 10% and 60% of normal weekly hours worked, with the exact
permissible ranges varying by state) for defined groups of employees in lieu of
layoffs. To be eligible, employers must apply with the state agency and obtain
approval for the plan. The reduced hours and pay must be in lieu of layoffs that
would otherwise occur, and employers may not lay off employees covered by the
program while it is in place. Finally, employers must maintain health, retirement
and other fringe benefits for employees in the program.

Paul Evans

What unemployment compensation benefits do employees get?
Generally speaking, short time compensation programs allow employees who
experience weekly hours and pay reductions to receive a corresponding
percentage of the weekly unemployment compensation benefits that would be
available to them in the event of a layoff. For example, if an employee's weekly
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hours were reduced 20%, the employee would receive 20% of the weekly
unemployment compensation benefit she would receive in the event of a layoff.
Moreover, under the CARES Act, any employee who receives unemployment
compensation under a short time compensation program is also entitled to an
additional $600 per week through July 31, 2020.
Emily Harbison

That sounds pretty good. Can you give me an example?
Let's assume you have an employee in New York who earns $40,000 per year,
for a weekly pay rate of $769.23 ($40,000/52), whose hours and pay are reduced
by 20% as part of a short time compensation program. The employee will now
take home $615.38 (80% of $769.23) in pay. Assuming the employee would
qualify for the maximum weekly unemployment compensation benefit if laid off,
which is $504 under New York law, she would be eligible for $100.80 in
unemployment benefits (20% of $504). The combined amount of salary ($615.38)
and unemployment benefits ($100.80) would be $716.18. But note, under the
CARES Act this employee would also be eligible for $600 per week in federal
benefits through July 31, 2020, such that the sum of her salary and all
unemployment compensation would be $1,316.18 ($716.18 + $600) for that
period of time.

Robin J. Samuel

The maximum weekly benefits vary by state, ranging from $240 in Arizona to
$823 in Massachusetts ($1,234 with dependents).
What is the difference between unemployment compensation benefits
available under short time compensation programs and those available for
hours reductions even the absence of such a program?
In most states, even absent a short time compensation program, an employee
whose hours are reduced may be eligible for unemployment compensation
benefits. However, those benefits are typically offset by earnings such that they
are not as robust as the benefits available under short time compensation
programs, and those benefits phase out when an employee's remaining earnings
are too high.
For example, let's look again at a New York employee earning $40,000 per year
whose hours and pay are reduced 20% (from five eight-hour workdays to four). In
order to be eligible for unemployment compensation benefits in the absence of a
short time compensation program, a New York employee must work less than 4
days per week and earn $504 or less. Without a short time compensation
program in place, this employee will not be entitled to any unemployment
compensation benefits (both because she works too many days and earns too
much). As a result, the employee also would not qualify for the federal $600
CARES Act unemployment compensation supplement.
Are short time compensation programs available to exempt employees?
Yes. Both exempt and nonexempt employees whose hours are reduced are
eligible to participate in short time compensation programs. It is important to
ensure that the remaining salary for any exempt employees who participate in
such programs satisfies the federal and applicable state salary basis test. In
addition, although the Department of Labor guidance generally permits employers
to reduce hours for exempt employers temporarily without jeopardizing their
exempt status (as long as it is not done routinely), it is important to work with
counsel to understand any risks to the exempt status that participation may pose
under state law.
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What other benefits do short time compensation programs provide?
In addition to allowing employers to reduce payroll costs while minimizing the
financial impact on employees, short time compensation programs allow
employers to maintain an engaged, motivated workforce. When financial
circumstances improve, the employer will have a full staff of trained, experienced
workers, avoiding the costs of hiring, onboarding and training new employees.
How long does it take to get state approval for short time compensation
programs?
The time for approval varies by state. Most states will approve or deny an
application within 15-30 days, with New Jersey committing to doing so only within
60 days.
What are the downsides for employers?
While short time compensation programs provide a number of benefits, they do
come with restrictions. As noted above, to be eligible to participate, an employer
must agree not to engage in layoffs and to maintain health, retirement and fringe
benefits for employees for the duration of the program. In some states, such as
Pennsylvania and New York, employers who establish a short time compensation
program must reduce the hours of all employees in the affected unit by the same
percentage. Perhaps more importantly, short time compensation programs come
with administrative burdens. Employers must submit plans for approval by
providing the following information to the relevant state agency: (a) the number of
employees in the "affected unit"; (b) the percentage of the hours reduction; (c) a
description of how employees will be notified of the plan in advance; (d) an
estimate of the number of layoffs that would need to occur in the absence of the
short time compensation plan; and (e) a certification that affected employees may
participate in training to enhance their job skills during the program. In addition, in
some states, employers must submit weekly reports during the program.
Employers with employees in more than one state will need to submit multiple
applications, and because state participation requirements vary, the programs
may need to be tailored to each jurisdiction.
Baker McKenzie has put together a global resource center for all key insights and
upcoming webinars as a central repository to assist our clients understand,
prepare and respond quickly to the significant legal and business challenges
posed by COVID-19. Please use the following link to visit our Beyond COVID-19
Resource Center for additional resources. Baker McKenzie understands that
these times are challenging for all our clients and we want to assure you we are
here to assist.
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COVID-19 – Tax, Immigration and Social
Security Implications for Mobile Individuals

(April 20, 2020)

(April 20, 2020)
Simon Beck

To view original alert, click here.
While the global responses to the COVID-19 crisis are widespread, one of the
common threads is social distancing – how can countries restrict the movement
of people to help prevent the spread of the pandemic. The purpose of this Alert is
to identify the principal income tax, immigration and social security/social
protection issues that arise when individuals are forced to remain in a jurisdiction
which is not their country of residence due to illness, quarantines and other
stay-at-home measures.

John Foerster

Baker McKenzie has put together a global resource center for all key insights and
upcoming webinars as a central repository to assist our clients understand,
prepare and respond quickly to the significant legal and business challenges
posed by COVID-19. Please use the following link to visit the Beyond COVID-19
Resource Center for additional resources. Baker McKenzie understands that
these times are challenging for all our clients and we want to assure you we are
here to assist.
A related Alert on travel restrictions and foreign nationals is available here.

Cecilia Hassan

Michael Jaffe

Betsy Morgan

Olga Sanders
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An Alternative to Traditional Severance: SUB
Plans (April 17, 2020)
(April 17, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
Christopher Guldberg

The financial fallout from the outbreak of COVID-19 has unfortunately forced
employers to turn to layoffs and furloughs. Many employers facing these
decisions are looking for cost effective ways to mitigate the financial impact on
affected employees. A supplemental unemployment benefit plan ("SUB Plan")
may be one way to assist employees while generating some cost savings for the
company.
A SUB Plan is a unique type of severance benefit plan that permits employers to
supplement state unemployment benefits on an employment tax-favored basis.
The employer can make up the difference between an employee's normal wages
and state unemployment benefits and, unlike traditional severance, payments
under a SUB Plan are treated as a benefit rather than wages and are thus not
subject to FICA or FUTA for the employer or employee.
Key features of SUB Plans include:


Unlike traditional severance, SUB Plan benefits will generally not impact the
availability of state unemployment benefits. State approval of the SUB Plan
may be required to insure coordination with state benefits and state taxation.



SUB Plan payments may not be paid in a lump sum. Instead, they must be
paid in installments as the former employee receives state unemployment
benefits. In the current environment, the payment of benefits over time may
represent an appealing cash flow benefit for employers.



If a person receiving SUB Plan benefits ceases to be eligible for state
unemployment benefits, SUB Plan benefits must cease as well. Participants
will have to demonstrate that they are eligible for state unemployment
benefits, both initially and periodically thereafter.



If impacted employees live in different states they may not all qualify for
benefits under the SUB Plan depending on state eligibility for benefits.



In most states, SUB Plan benefits may be paid from the general assets of the
employer. Alternatively, an employer could use a tax-exempt trust to fund
benefits which may have tax deduction benefits for the employer. If an
employer uses a trust, the trust must meet IRS requirements and it must be
submitted to the IRS for preapproval.



Most SUB Pans will be considered a welfare plan subject to ERISA. Thus, a
SUB Plan must be in the form of a written plan document that complies with
ERISA's requirements and may be subject to Form 5500 reporting.

The interaction of SUB Plans with the recently enacted Coronavirus Aid, Relief
and Economic Security Act (the "CARES Act") is not entirely clear at this time.
For example, the CARES Act encourages states to eliminate waiting periods for
collecting unemployment benefits. For states that do eliminate waiting periods, it
appears that any SUB Plan waiting period would be eliminated as well. Similarly,
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the CARES Act provides potential unemployment benefits to former employees
who might otherwise be eligible for benefits under state law. It appears that SUB
Plan benefits could be provided to such former employees as well. While SUB
Plans do present some administrative and compliance issues, the value to a
cash-strapped employer facing reductions in force may make it worth the effort of
establishing and maintaining a SUB Plan.
For more detail, contact your Baker McKenzie attorney.
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Options Available to the 'Stranded' Traveler
in the US
(April 16, 2020)

(April 16, 2020)
To view original alert, click here.
John Foerster

Due to the coronavirus and the resulting travel restrictions, many foreign
nationals may be unwilling or unable to return to their home country. This
unfortunate reality is particularly problematic for foreign nationals whose
immigration status may be expiring in the near future and are unable to extend
their status. Thus far, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security has issued no
policies or other guidance granting widespread relief for foreign nationals with
upcoming immigration status expirations. Nevertheless, if a foreign national's
immigration status is expiring in the near future, there are a few actions that can
be taken at this time.
Contact the Nearest Embassy or Consulate for Your Home Country
Foreign nationals should first contact the nearest Embassy or Consulate of their
home country to determine if any assistance is being provided by their home
country to similarly positioned travelers. A foreign national's home country may
have options for returning to the foreign national's home country that are only
available to citizens. These kinds of options may offer the best chance to return to
the foreign national's home country in the short term.
Relief for Visa Waiver Entries
For foreign nationals who entered the United States through the Visa Waiver
Program, USCIS and some U.S. Customs and Border Protection's Deferred
Inspection Sites are reviewing requests for satisfactory departure. Satisfactory
Departure is a form of relief for foreign nationals who are unable to depart the
United States due to an emergency. If approved satisfactory departure could
allow a foreign national who entered under the Visa Waiver Program a maximum
of 30 additional days to depart the United States. According to USCIS they are
able to temporarily provide an additional 30-day period of satisfactory departure
for Visa Waiver Program entries who are unable to depart because of COVID-19
related issues. This is the primary option for foreign nationals who entered under
the Visa Waiver Program because they are ineligible to extend or change their
status in the United States.
Think About the B Visa
If a foreign national's immigration status is expiring, they have not entered the
United States under the Visa Waiver Program, and they are unable to receive
assistance from their home country, it may be worthwhile to file a petition to
extend or change their status to the appropriate B Visitor classification. There are
two types of visitor visas available, B-1, for business visitors, and B-2, for tourists.
Foreign nationals who are present in the United States in another nonimmigrant
status can file an application to change their status to the most appropriate B
classification as long as there is a valid rationale for doing so. While neither
classification grants employment authorization the B classification may be the
best and only option to enable foreign nationals to remain in the United States for
the time being.
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Due to the fact specific nature of any US immigration filing, we recommend that
your company contact counsel to evaluate and determine the best solution for the
traveler and their family based on their situation.
Please contact your Baker McKenzie attorney for more information.
Authored by guest contributor, John Foerster. John is a member of our Global
Immigration and Mobility Practice Group.
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Illinois Workers' Compensation Commission
Issues Emergency Amendments Clarifying
the New Rule
(April 16, 2020)

(April 16, 2020)
Goli Rahimi

To view original alert, click here.
On Monday, we reported the Illinois Workers' Compensation Commission's
(IWCC) Emergency Rule that expanded eligibility requirements for workers'
compensation benefits. On April 16, 2020, however, the IWCC, approved
changes to the Emergency Rule effective immediately. The Amendments:


Confirm the Emergency Rule will last 150 days and will not expire prior to
this period.



Describe the need for the Emergency Rule. The Notice states: "[d]ue to
the unprecedented and extreme exigencies created by the nature and
timeline of the spread of COVID-19, going through the normal proposed
rulemaking process…would create the potential for causing irreparable and
irreversible harm to the public interest, public safety, and public welfare."



Justify the "rebuttable presumption" standard. The IWCC cautioned that
the rule "is written to be narrowly tailored" and "does not guarantee or assure
an award of benefits…but, instead, creates a reasonable rebuttable
presumption that a first responder or front-line worker's exposure to the virus
is connected to their employment."



Expand the category of covered employees. The original Emergency Rule
applied to personnel identified in Section 1 Part 12 of Governor Pritzker's
March 20, 2020 Executive Order 2020-10. The Amendments expand the
Emergency Rule's application and now cover the following additional
"front-line workers" identified in the Executive Order:


Healthcare and Public Health Operations, including but not limited to,
hospitals; dental offices; pharmacies; public health entities; biotechnology
companies; organizations collecting blood, platelets, and plasma;
licensed medical cannabis dispensaries; reproductive health care
providers; eye care centers; mental health and substance use providers
(Section 1, Part 7);



Human Services Operations, including but not limited to, long-term care
facilities; entities licensed pursuant to the Child Care Act (except for day
care centers and homes, and group day care homes); residential settings
and shelters for adults, seniors, children, and/or people with
developmental or intellectual disabilities, substance use disorders, and/or
mental illness; field offices that provide and help to determine eligibility
for basic needs; adoption agencies; and other businesses that provide
food, shelter, social services, and other necessities of life for
economically disadvantage individuals and other needy individuals
(Section 1, Part 8);
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Essential Infrastructure, including but not limited to, food production,
distribution and sale; construction; building management and
maintenance; airport operations; operation and maintenance of utilities;
public transportation; cybersecurity operations; and telecommunications
systems (Section 1, Part 9); and



Essential Government Functions, including but not limited to, first
responders; emergency management personnel; court personnel; law
enforcement; child protection and welfare personnel; housing and shelter
personnel; and military (Section 1, Part 10).



Identify businesses covered by the Emergency Rule. The Amendments
apply to the same businesses covered by the Executive Order (Section 1,
Part 11): "any for-profit, non-profit, or educational entities, regardless of the
nature of the service, the function it performs, or its corporate or entity
structure."



Confirm the new burden of proof for workers' compensation claims (at
least for the next 150 days). Any Illinois employer (whether private, public
for-profit or non-profit) whose employee is exposed to or contracts
COVID-19, and files a workers' compensation claim, must demonstrate that
the COVID-19 injury, disease, or incapacity was not causally connected to
the employee's employment.

For more, reach out to your Baker McKenzie employment lawyer.
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